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C O N F E R E N C E  C A L L  P A R T I C I P A N T S

Prabhakar Vaidyanathan - Head of IR

Thomas Greco - CEO

Thomas Okray - CFO

P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Welcome to the Advance Auto Parts Second Quarter 2017 Conference Call. Before we begin, Prabhakar Vaidyanathan will make a brief statement
concerning forward-looking statements that will be made on this call.

Prabhakar Vaidyanathan - Head of IR

Good morning, and thank you for joining us on today's call to discuss our second quarter results. I am joined this morning by Tom Greco, our
President and CEO; Tom Okray, our Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer; Bob Cushing, our Executive Vice President for Professional;
Mike Broderick, Senior Vice President, Merchandising and Operations Support; and Leslie Keating, Executive Vice President, Supply Chain, Strategy
and Transformation.

Tom Greco and Tom Okray will open the call with prepared remarks regarding the quarter. And Bob, Mike and Leslie will join them to answer
questions for the Q&A portion of the call.

Before we begin, be advised that our comments today includes statements that are not historical facts and may be deemed forward-looking
statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Actual future results may differ materially from those projected
in such statements due to a number of risks and uncertainties, which are described in the company's filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

Our comments today will also include certain non-GAAP measures. Please refer to our earnings press release and accompanying financial statements
issued today for important information and additional detail regarding these forward-looking statements and the reconciliation of the non-GAAP
measures referenced in today's call. The content of this earnings call will be governed by the information contained in our earnings press release
and related financial statements.

Now let me turn over the call to Tom Greco.

Thomas Greco - CEO

Thanks, Prabhakar, and good morning. Let's dive right in.

In Q2, we narrowed our historical competitive growth gap versus peers by registering a slight sales increase of 0.3%, with comp sales flat versus
prior year. This represented sequential comp sales improvement once again when compared with the combined Q4 plus Q1 timeframe. As we
indicated on our Q1 call, we've been looking at Q4 and Q1 combined due to a couple of factors that made it logical to do so. These results reinforce
that we're strengthening our customer proposition for both DIY and professional customers. We are encouraged by our performance relative to
the industry, as we've consistently narrowed the comp sales gap over the past year.

Turning to operating income.
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Our adjusted operating margin rate came in at 8.6%, with adjusted EPS of $1.58. On a year-over-year basis, this was 214 basis points less versus the
same period last year. It's important to note that this rate includes 26 basis points from noncash P&L headwind related to reduction in the inventory.

As we'll discuss in detail later, we think it's very important for you to understand this and for us to make sure we're transparent, as the noncash P&L
headwinds will continue as we keep reducing our inventory through good business decisions.

Excluding the noncash impact of the inventory reduction of the adjusted operating income would have been $207.3 million or a 9.2% margin, a
decline of 188 basis points on a year-over-year basis. Therefore, our Q2 operating margin performance versus prior year was primarily driven by
investments in the customer, and as I mentioned, the noncash P&L impact of our inventory optimization effort.

As stated previously, we have a tremendous opportunity to improve profitability. That said, before we achieve that objective, we need to strengthen
the team and make necessary investments to support our customers and front-line team members.

While we understand this increases costs in the short term and puts pressure on operating margin, we remain confident these decisions are in the
best long-term interest of our shareholders. The investment in the front line is necessary to stabilize and grow the business. The plans to execute
productivity and transformation needed to strengthen team first in order to refine the plans and to execute. We are still in the early phases of our
turnaround. And as noted before, the historic lack of investment in the customer needed to be rectified. We lacked the coherent strategy. Our
frontline turnover was unacceptable. Our technology platforms were segregated and difficult to navigate. And our supply chain infrastructure was
duplicative and anti-load. All of this created a suboptimal experience for both customers and team members, and with the primary reason our top
line underperformed versus our competitive set by a wide margin for years. Simply put, we were in easy share donor for our competitors. Our new
team has been acutely focused on changing this. Our focused investments have consistently enabled us to narrow the gap over the past 52 weeks,
demonstrating that our elevated focus on the customer is driving desired outcomes.

While we're narrowing the competitive gap versus peers, which gives us tremendous confidence in our investment, we also recognize the short-term
headwind the industry is facing and have factored this into our full year guidance.

You saw our fiscal 2017 guidance revision in our press release today. Our revised full year guidance ranges from down 3 sales comp on the low end
to down 1 comp on the high end. With regard to sales, there is little doubt the industry experienced a short-term drag on sales in the first half of
2017. This has been widely reported in both public company releases and syndicated data. While we don't think the softness is indicative of a
longer-term trend, we do believe it's now prudent for us to plan for this softer industry backdrop to persist into the second half of 2017. As a result,
we are moderating our growth expectations for 2017, as we do not believe we'll offset the first half sales softness in the back half, nor do we believe
industry growth rates will snap back to historical levels in half 2.

We attribute the temporary industry softness to 3 primary factors: first, economic uncertainty for low income consumers. The most measurable
dimension here is the year-over-year increase in gas prices, which has led to a lower increase in miles driven in 2017 versus prior year relative to
the increases we saw in both 2015 and 2016. Second, a temporary trough in vehicles in the aged and maintenance sweet spot, resulting from a
substantial decline in new car sales in the 2008-2009 recession. Eventually, this reverses as new car sales accelerated double-digits for 3 straight
years starting in 2010 and experienced strong mid-single-digit growth for the succeeding years after that. As a result, we expect meaningful
improvement for industry growth in the future. Finally, it pains me to say this, but weather played a role in the first half of the year, as 2 consecutive
mild winters combined with the spring and summer that was cooler than last year impacted certain categories like shocks and struts under car as
well as air-conditioning. Growth rates for these categories were down low single digits in Q2. And given the summer is almost over, we don't expect
categories to like AC to recover lost sales balance of year. In addition, the industry had a record-breaking finish last year because of an unusually
cold December, which leaves us with a known difficult compare at the end of the year.

All of this has been factored into our sales guidance. Of course, these weather impacts evened themselves over the long term, but they may not
even themselves out this fiscal year.

If we look historically, such short-term volatility is not unusual. In any given year, from 2000 to 2016, the industry experienced variability in growth
rates year-to-year, yet overall, the market has grown with of CAGR of 3.5% over that 16-year period.
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Based on our analysis, carpark has the highest correlation with Autopart sales of any variable we've studied. Given current estimates for carpark
over the next 5 years, we see the current 2017 headwinds for the industry as temporary.

Taking all of this into account, while we're projecting temporary softness for the industry balance of year, we are forecasting roughly 3% sales
growth for the industry over the next few years, with healthy underlying demand. In addition, we believe we'll be shared gainers instead of share
contributors based on our actions over time. We continue to take aggressive steps to fundamentally change the business. However, we believe it
will take time for us to fully realize the benefits of our actions. I'll elaborate on this shortly.

In the near term, while we're moderating our expectations for growth this year, we're accelerating our planned inventory reduction efforts to
improve free cash flow. We have more inventory than we need and plan to reduce it in a thoughtful and disciplined fashion.

In Q2, we were encouraged that we reduced inventory without impacting sales, and we're pulling forward our inventory reduction efforts ahead
of what was originally scheduled in our 5-year plan to improve free cash flow.

As a result, we expect our balance of year profitability to be impacted by: first, higher deleverage related to the change in the comp guidance;
second, ahead of schedule inventory reduction that will drive a noncash P&L headwind from inventory reduction.

Let me explain the noncash P&L impact of inventory reduction.

The company has purchased inventory at higher costs in the past, which are reflected in the balance sheet on a LIFO basis. In addition, under
accounting rules, certain supply chain costs associated with inventory have been capitalized. As the company reduces inventory, these costs move
from the balance sheet and generate a noncash negative impact to gross margin. As we continue to reduce inventory, it will improve cash flow,
but there will continue to be a significant noncash negative impact to gross margin. It's important to understand this, as it is clearly good business
to reduce unnecessary inventory, and we want to make sure the noncash accounting effect on margin doesn't drive bad business decisions. The
third factor impacting balance of year profitability is necessary investments in the customer, our front line team numbers and organizational talent
to ensure long-term sustainable growth.

As we move to Q4, these investments get more than offset by productivity initiatives we have in play.

The change in the comp outlook is the single biggest driver of the change in guidance. Additionally, while inventory reduction positions the
company for improved free cash flow, it's expected to drive a noncash P&L headwind in 2017.

Tom Okray will provide more color on the financials shortly, but before that, I am very excited to provide more details on Phase II of our transformation
plan.

We shared our objectives for Phase II on our transformation plan on our Q1 call. They were: first, elevate focus on the customer; second, drive
productivity; and third, attract and develop talent.

Let's start with the customer and driving growth.

For professional, it's foundational that we have the right part in the right place at the right time. We've had substantial early success with lead
market initiatives to improve our value proposition. Importantly, we've proven we can significantly improve our value proposition, and when we
do so, it directly drives performance.

First, a brief update on our availability transformation or AT, for short.

We've implemented AT in approximately 400 stores. At the core of availability transformation is a radically different approach to assortment and
delivery. This is resonating with our customers. Sales are performing around 5 points better in AT test stores versus control stores. We're expanding
AT to another 600 stores by Q4. AT has shown us that we can satisfy the customer with better service, better availability and less inventory.
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Secondly, many of our professional customers order through our digital platform. We've recently introduced a new B2B platform called Advanced
Pro to over 1,000 customers. We expect thousands of additional customers to move to this exciting platform balance of year. Advanced Pro also
includes our new enterprise catalog called Apex. The Advanced Pro B2B platform integrates with a wide array of shop management tools used by
our professional customers and provides enhanced search capability and repair job details as well as labor and fluid specifications. Our early testing
of Advanced Pro is very positive, and our customers love it. We're also rolling out a new enterprise catalog Apex internally to team members. We've
already rolled this out to 3,300 Advance stores. Today, Apex is providing increased speed and functionality. Ultimately, Apex will give team members
visibility to parts across the enterprise in one place. This will save time and make it easier and faster to access all the parts that AAP has, regardless
of whether it was sourced from Advance, Carquest or Worldpac. We expect these actions to be completed and in place by Q4.

Another professional initiative currently in test is WorldQuest. WorldQuest is a standalone professional-only model, which leverages our current
technology to source parts across Advance, Carquest and Worldpac. WorldQuest provides an enterprisewide portfolio of OEM and replacement
products for professional customers under one roof with one-stop ordering and delivery. This takes some of the best elements of Worldpac and
Advance and combines them with the full enterprise catalog to provide the best of the best solution for professional customers. We've been piloting
this new model for a few months, and it's driving significant growth and capturing market share by acquiring new customers and selling more
parts to the customers we have. We are very excited about AT, Advanced Pro, Apex and Worldquest, and expect these initiatives will improve first
call status.

As you can tell, Bob Cushing is leveraging the same industry-leading tools he built at Worldpac, and he is raising the bar in execution across the
entire AAP professional organization.

Shifting to DIY omnichannel.

We are building new capabilities to integrate physical and digital assets to ensure a seamless omnichannel experience across all customer touch
points. We've refocused on our customer, and we want to satisfy customer needs and desires for parts and service in the manner that is most
desirable for DIY customers.

We've charged Mike Broderick who has close to 25 years in the parts business to do with DIY what Bob is doing with professional, completely
leverage all of AAP's assets across the enterprise to accelerate DIY growth.

we're Offering DIYers a choice in how they shop, while ensuring a consistent experience every time, both in-store and online. To enable a dramatically
improved customer experience, we're investing in technology, and it's working. Our growth in B2C online significantly accelerated in Q2 almost
immediately after we put more focus behind it.

Mike is working closely with our new SPT Marketing, , to drive full integration of our digital and physical assets to deliver an omnichannel experience
that is compelling and consistent.

We want our customers to get the best of online, while enjoying the convenience and satisfaction of our knowledge and store base for pickup,
exchange or delivery. This includes leveraging our Speed Perks Loyalty program with millions of Speed Perks members. We already have an
identifiable audience who we can engage and improve loyalty.

We're also very excited about the launch of our enhanced website later this month. We've made significant improvements to our new website. We
expect a much faster and more frictionless experience to drive website traffic, conversion, and of course, sales. We'll be relentless in improving the
DIY omnichannel customer experience in our stores, on desktop and on mobile devices, including an exciting launch of our app in the second half
of the year.

I've talked a lot about the tools we're implementing to better serve our customers, but let me spend a few moments addressing our actions with
front-line team members in our stores.
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Our stores operate as DIY storefronts for the DIY omnichannel experience, as well as delivery notes for professional. Without question, our stores
and front-line team members are incredibly important for our business. The investments we've made in our team members behind fuel the frontline
have enabled us to both narrow the competitive growth gap over the past year and dramatically reduce customer phasing employee turnover. As
proof, our turnover was down between 15% and 30% on key customer facing positions in Q2, depending on the role.

At the same time, our workforce is responding with improved execution against KPIs, which is a critical element to drive performance. We're now
focusing our team members on a narrower set of metric and making progress on the consistency of the in-store experience for our customers.

Finally, our entire leadership team is really excited about a significant body of work, transforming our supply chain from end to end. We are planning
to integrate our supply chain across the enterprise, which will enable a step change in parts availability, customer service and order to delivery
time. At in-state, we expect to have a multilevel supply chain that optimizes the role of every node and every square foot of our network based on
customer needs. The future network will improve professional customer availability, better support our DIY strategy and enable more e-commerce
delivery options. We expect to optimize our physical footprint by market to create fulfillment and replenishment nodes to best serve the customer
and meet the company's market presence goals by DMA. While the end-to-end supply chain work will drive availability and growth, we also expect
end to end to significantly reduce costs and inventory as we better leverage AAP's assets. This will include a comprehensive optimization exercise
that it evaluates rooftops, fleet, last mile delivery, transportation, product returns, replenishment, inventory positioning, and many other cost and
effectiveness variables in ways we have simply not looked at them before. End-to-end supply chain is expected to leverage all the assets of all AAP
banners.

Now let's talk productivity more broadly.

As a reminder, our productivity agenda is comprised of 3 big buckets: material costs, supply chain and CVB.

On material costs, we have conducted a comprehensive category reviews on approximately 40% of our core product categories in 2017. This
involves full product teardowns and developing our category strategy. While material cost negotiations are not new to AAP, our approach is very
different than in the past. These discussions are fact based and include rigorous market research and an elevated focus on building strategic
partnerships.

In supply chain, we've previously discussed the benefits from leveraging scale as we consolidated our last mile delivery fleet under one provider.
These benefits will begin to be realized in the back half. We're also leveraging scale with a transportation center of excellence to manage transportation
across AAP banners. Skill refining significant opportunities to better leverage existing routes, reduce miles and optimize assets, while providing
improved service. We're also implementing new technology to dynamically route demand, dispatch drivers and optimize service, while improving
asset utilization.

On CVB, we're embracing frugality as a fundamental cultural shift that will remove unnecessary costs from our P&L. As an example, we announced
a field and corporate restructuring in late June. This changes how work gets done throughout the company. As part of this initiative, we used
customer insights and market analytics to restructure our field organization from 34 to 12 regions. We streamlined our professional sales team and
aligned them with store operations. We optimized multiple and disparate call centers to become more efficient. We're deploying new technology
to drive efficiency. In summary, we continue to look for ways to simplify our business by integrating functions across banners and streamlining
core business processes, while we build new capabilities.

A second example of CVB is price match override. This is an opportunity to improve pricing discipline in our stores on professional. Here, we've
taken a much more analytical approach to price match override. We're focused on improving gross margin rates by providing new analytical tools
to assist our team members in optimizing price matching activity.

Of course, none of these can happen without world-class leadership and talent, and we have assembled a leadership team that has a combination
of deep experience and knowledge in our parts business, with leaders who bring significant new capabilities from outside our industry.
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We believe these are critical for future growth. New capabilities like insights and analytics, a transformational approach to supply chain, consumer
marketing, online retail, and importantly, technology. Both our growth and productivity initiatives require execution, and the world-class leadership
team we have assembled, along with thousands of dedicated team members and independent operators in the AAP family, bring a high level of
intensity to the execution of our transformation plan.

To drive our growth and productivity work, we first needed to invest in talent, which temporarily increase overhead before we could remove other
costs. It is this talent that now needs to drive the savings we've developed from our productivity agenda. A few of these leaders have joined me
on the call today. In addition to proven industry leaders like Bob Cushing, who is building upon the success in Worldpac and expanding his mandate
across all professional, we've added new individuals like Mike Broderick and Leslie Keating. Mike brings significant industry experience as our Chief
Merchant and has recently assumed responsibility for store operations, which includes all the staff-related functions which enable our field teams
to succeed. In this role, Mike will spearhead our efforts in driving down acquisition costs, improve gross margin and accelerate productivity in store
operations. As Head of Supply Chain, Strategy and Transformation, Leslie is leading the end-to-end supply chain transformation work described
earlier. She has an outstanding track record in delighting the customer and delivering continuous improvement in productivity. And in a moment,
I'll turn the call over to Tom Okray, who brings terrific industry experience in automotive and online retail. Tom has been instrumental in dramatically
upgrading his team and is relentlessly focused on driving growth and margin expansion.

These are just a few of the world-class leaders committed to executing a bold and exciting transformation plan for AAP.

In summary, we're in quarter 3 of a 5-year transformation plan. Our unwavering focus on the customer and the investments we are making to
improve the customer experience is driving real improvement and narrowing the historical performance gap versus the industry. In addition, during
the back half of 2017, we begin to execute the productivity agenda we've constructed to drive long-term growth, margin expansion and free cash
flow improvement. The opportunity ahead for AAP is truly unique within our space and could not be more exciting.

With that, I'll pass it over to Tom Okray.

Thomas Okray - CFO

Thanks, Tom, and good morning, everyone.

In Q2, we delivered $2.26 billion in net sales, a 0.3% increase versus prior year. This growth was led primarily by professional, which has been our
initial focus during the transformation.

Gross profit margin came in at 43.9%, 91 bps lower versus the prior year, of which 26 bps was related to the noncash impact of the inventory
reduction. Excluding the noncash impact of the year-over-year inventory reduction, the company's gross profit margin decreased 65 basis points.
We are calling out this noncash inventory headwind as we believe it is important for the shareholder to understand that our decision to lower
inventory is a good cash flow decision, and we're not going to let the noncash hit to earnings inhibit what is clearly a good business decision.

With respect to inventory, in Q1 and Q2, we delivered 2 consecutive quarters of reduction on a year-over-year basis. This is the first time that the
company achieved this since 2009. Further, the inventory reduction in Q2 of roughly $120 million was the largest quarterly inventory reduction
that we have had since at least 2005.

It is important to note that we achieved the Q2 inventory reduction while growing sales. Our intent is to continue to reduce inventory going forward
to set the company up for strong free cash flow in the future. While absolutely the right thing to do, these actions will continue to be a noncash
P&L headwind.

Keep in mind, these inventory related headwinds are noncash. Let me explain further.

To reiterate Tom's previous comments, the company has purchased inventory at higher costs in the past, which are reflected in the balance sheet
on a LIFO basis. In addition, under accounting rules, certain supply chain costs associated with inventory have been capitalized. As the company
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reduce the inventory, these costs move from the balance sheet and generated a noncash negative impact to gross margin. As we continued to
reduce inventory, it will improve cash flow, but there will continue to be a noncash negative impact to gross margin.

The remaining 65 bps was driven by approximately 35 bps related to an increase in supply chain costs, 50 bps from unfavorable mix in commodity
headwind, offset by approximately 20 bps of favorable material cost performance.

Adjusted SG&A came in at 35.2% of revenue, a 123 bps increase versus the prior year. The increase was primarily driven by roughly 93 bps related
to investing in the customer and growing AAP talent. More specifically, customer service hours, along with investments in talent through fuel the
front line and a new leadership talent we've attracted to AAP. In addition, we had increased employee related costs for medical and insurance that
contributed 30 bps.

As we have previously mentioned, in Q2, we are lapping significant cuts from prior management. This was a major driver of our adjusted SG&A
increase year-over-year. This lap will continue into Q3. Going forward, as a part of our productivity initiatives, we will optimize these investments,
while being thoughtful to not impact the customer.

While we acknowledge that our adjusted SG&A costs are up, we needed to reinvest in the customer, stabilize our frontline and grow our talent
base. This investment in leadership talent will not only drive and execute the productivity initiative, but also change the culture of AAP.

Consequently, costs went up before they are going to go down. We will continue to aggressively drive productivity in the second half of this fiscal
year.

It should be noted that in fiscal year '17, the majority of the productivity will be reflected in improvement in gross margin versus adjusted SG&A.
Having said that, adjusted SG&A will decline in absolute dollars as we go through the remainder of the year. More specifically, we expect to end
Q4 at least $25 million lower than Q2. Of course, the adjusted SG&A margin impact will be dependent on our growth rate. As noted previously,
gross margin will face a noncash P&L headwind from our inventory reduction initiatives.

In summary, our Q2 adjusted operating income came in at $195.5 million, with adjusted operating margins down 214 basis points over the same
period last year to 8.6%. Excluding the noncash impact of the inventory reduction, the adjusted operating income would have been $207.3 million
or a 9.2 margin, a decline of 188 basis points on a year-over-year basis.

Turning to cash flow.

Our free cash flow more than doubled through Q2 versus prior year, and operating cash flow was up 28% through Q2 versus prior year. The details
of our revised 2017 guidance are reflected in our press release from this morning, but let me provide some additional color on key elements. [Audio
Gap]

Given that half of the year is behind us and considering both current industry sales

(technical difficulty)

Our full year comp expectations to now be between

[Audio Gap]

Adjusted OI margin expectations to be between 200 and 300 bps decrease versus prior year year. The primary driver of the change is the leverage
of fixed cost associated with below our comp expectations, also contributing to the change is a 75 bps headwind related to noncash expenses
from reducing our inventory significantly more than we planned at the beginning of the year. Excluding the impact of the noncash expenses from
inventory reduction, the adjusted operating income margin expectation would've -- would be a 125 to 225 bps decrease versus prior year.
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Finally, on free cash flow, we now expect to deliver a minimum of $300 million in free cash flow in fiscal year 2017.

That change versus our prior year $400 million free cash flow forecast is primarily driven by the change in our net income expectation, partially
offset by the benefits from our increased inventory reduction efforts, while below our initial guidance, the $300 million in fee cash flow is a significant
improvement from prior-year your performance. With that, let's open it up to questions. Operator?

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Operator

(Operator Instructions) (technical difficulty)
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